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ABSTRACT

TSI TelSys, Inc. is in the process of developing a production level, continuously tunable satellite
receiver designed to support multiple high data rate, low earth and geostationary orbit missions in the 20
Mbps to 800 Mbps composite QPSK data rate range. This paper will evaluate market demands on
satellite receivers and outline receiver design technique as a solution to high rate, multi-mission support.
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INTRODUCTION

There exists a need, in the satellite communications and imaging community, for a low cost COTS wide
bandwidth, continuously tunable multi-mission receiver. Today’s ground stations are required to track a
variety of satellites with multiple data rates and modulation formats. Current high data rate COTS
receiver configurations typically provide a wideband demodulator with multiple, fixed high rate bit
synchronizers to support multiple mission sets. As requirements grow to support new missions,
additional bit synchronizers must be added to the receiver with an associated integration and hardware
cost. Other high data rate COTS receivers, classified as “tunable multi-mission”, provide a fixed number
of user selectable data rates with in a range, but are not user configurable to support new missions if the
data rate requirements change. Most COTS receiver configurations do not address a continuously
tunable solution. TSI TelSys defines continuously tunable as the ability of a single user configured bit
synchronizer to recover data and clock over a large data rate range with fine resolution. This definition
generally applies to many COTS lower rate (10 kbps – 20 Mbps) tunable bit synchronizers.

TSI TelSys, Inc. is currently in the process of developing a production level, low cost satellite receiver,
which addresses the growing needs of the high data rate satellite communications and imaging



community. The new satellite receiver is designed around a cost effective, reconfigurable architecture,
which increases ground station commonality, increases mission support flexibility, and reduces costly
equipment upgrades. This paper will outline the demands on satellite receivers, receiver specifications,
and receiver design methodology.

DEMANDS ON SATELLITE RECEIVERS

As technology advances in the areas of satellite communications and imaging, the requirement to
support higher data rates increases. Gigabit communications from satellite to ground will eventually
become a common requirement for the scientific and commercial communities. Great advances in multi-
gigabit communications are currently a reality in the area of fiber optic communications. A goal of
future satellite communications and imaging missions will be to mimic the data rate and error
performance of a fiber optic link between the satellite and ground station.

There are many obstacles that limit broadband communications between the satellite and satellite ground
station. High data rate communications absorb a significant amount of power and spectral bandwidth
with respect to lower data rate communications. Spectral crowding is currently a major concern in the
X-Band range. Spectral crowding will force missions to investigate and develop more spectral efficient
modulation schemes or move to a higher frequency band. The frequency allocation and spectrum
management community is recommending that future high data rate missions move up in carrier
frequency to the Ka-Band range. Ka-Band frequencies pose other significant challenges. Water vapor
and rain attenuation becomes more significant at Ka-Band frequencies creating deep signal fading.
Another challenge at Ka-Band frequencies is that the Doppler effect becomes greater with increase in
frequency. The Doppler effect becomes even more dramatic for a low earth orbiting (LEO) mission. The
demands on the satellite receiver become increasingly more complex as data rate and carrier frequency
requirements grow.

RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS

To better understand market demands, we have investigated a number of current and proposed high data
rate scientific missions. The goal was to develop a receiver specification that accommodated a major
subset of the scientific missions. As a result, the following specifications were drafted as a design
guideline for the new Satellite Receiver.

Supported Modulation Formats: SQPSK, UQPSK, QPSK, BPSK
IF Center Frequency: 1200 MHz   (typical, depending on required  BW)
Maximum Receiver Input Bandwidth:  1000 MHz
Receiver Dynamic Range: -50 dBm to 0 dBm
Carrier Loop Tracking Range: +/- 800 kHz max
Loop Bandwidth: Selectable
Acquisition Technique: Automatic Sweep
Supported Data Rates: 20 Mbps – 800 Mbps (QPSK)
Receiver Performance: 2.0 – 3.0 dB from Theoretical BPSK/QPSK BER Curve

over the entire Data Rate Range



Data Rate Tuning Resolution: 1 kbps
Data Format: Selectable NRZ L, M, or S
Data / Clock Output Levels: Differential ECL
Signal Connectors: SMA Female
Signal Monitor Points: IF, VCO
Local Control: Front Panel
Remote Control: Ethernet, RS-232
Chassis: Standard 19” Rack Mountable
Chassis Height: 6U (10.5”)
Electrical: 90 – 240 VAC, 50 – 60 Hz

RECEIVER DESIGN

Figure 1 illustrates a high level block diagram of the major subsystems that make up the TSI TelSys
Satellite Receiver.

Figure 1.  Satellite Receiver Functional Block Diagram



Demodulator

The demodulator design is based on the modified Costas loop topology illustrated in (Figure 2). The
function of the demodulator is to regenerate a phase coherent reference with respect to the suppressed
carrier input. Once the reference is phase locked to the input signal, the input signal is coherently
demodulated, and the baseband data is recovered for bit synchronization. Phase tracking of the input
signal, with respect to the reference, is as achieved via the phase locked loop (PLL). The PLL is
designed to accommodate configurable loop bandwidths for optimal signal to noise ratio (S/N)
performance; in addition, the selectable loop bandwidth allows to tailor the loop tracking range to
accommodate Doppler tracking. The phase detector resulting from the modified Costas loop topology
generates an error voltage, which is proportional to the instantaneous phase error between the reference
oscillator and input carrier signal. High order frequency components are filtered by the loop
integrator/filter, represented by the transfer function F(s), and the resulting error voltage steers the
voltage controlled oscillator to track the phase of the incoming carrier. A zero phase error voltage
represents a coherent lock.

Figure 2.  Demodulator Functional Block Diagram
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Lock Detector / Sweep Circuit

Lock detection and automatic sweep acquisition are incorporated into the demodulator. The I and Q
channels of the carrier recovery loop are monitored to determine the lock status of the demodulator. As
the carrier recovery loop approaches the lock condition, the sweep function is switched out and the PLL
tracks the input modulated signal. Should the carrier recovery loop drop lock, the lock detector switches
the loop to the sweep mode to allow for the automatic signal acquisition.

Bit Synchronizer

The key to a continuously tunable receiver lies in the implementation of the bit synchronizer. Refer to
(Figure 3) for the bit synchronizer functional block diagram. The input baseband data, from the I or Q
channel of the carrier recovery loop, is filtered to reduce the noise imposed on the data. The filter is
matched to the input signal bandwidth and implemented by a tunable linear response low pass filter.
Tunable matched filtering is essential for near theoretical bit error rate (BER) performance.

The Data Recovery / Decision Circuit performs a statistical decision, on filtered baseband data, to yield
a value for the n-th data bit during the bit data period T. A precision Data Clock Synthesizer provides a
multiple of the data clock frequency to allow over sampling of the filtered data stream. The synthesized
data clock is also divided to provide the 2X clock for Staggered QPSK re-combining.

Figure 3. Continuously Tunable Single Channel Bit Synchronizer (10 Mbps – 400 Mbps)



The Clock Recovery Circuit, which is basically a PLL, uses the synthesized clock transitions and the
input data stream transitions to reconstruct a stable replica of the data clock. Input phase noise power or
jitter affecting the data is reduced considerably by the ratio of the loop bandwidth to the data bandwidth.
The recovered clock synchronously latches the recovered data to the output of the receiver.

Microprocessor Controller / Operation

A flexible Pentium Processor computer board is chosen to control and monitor all receiver functions.
Remote monitor and control of the Satellite Receiver is provided via Ethernet 10 Base-T / 100 Base-T or
serially via RS232/422/485. Operating system options include Windows NT/98, QNX, or LINUX. Front
panel control is also provided via a interactive 6.5” color liquid crystal display (LCD) with integrated
touch screen.

From an operations standpoint, mission configurations can be stored in memory or configured manually
pre-pass. Configurations stored in memory are called by mission name when prompted by a ground
station master scheduler, front panel input, or other serial control. The configuration file contains the
modulation format, mission data rate, and NRZ data format. Internally, the Satellite Receiver configures
the demodulator and bit synchronizers automatically with no user intervention. New configurations or
configuration updates can be entered directly to the Satellite Receiver via keyboard or via the Ethernet
or serial interfaces.  Inherent in the operation of the Satellite Receiver, when combined with a master
scheduling system, is autonomous capability.

CONCLUSION

There is a multitude of satellites with different data rates and modulation formats. As technology grows,
new missions will require higher data rate support, and the demand on satellite ground stations becomes
increasingly more complex. As a result, satellite ground stations will continually add receivers that are
mission specific. The addition of mission specific receivers dramatically increases the program cost thus
limiting ground station multi-mission support due to budget constraints. Thus a new COTS receiver
product is being developed that is capable of providing high data rate support to a large number of the
current and future missions. This new Satellite Receiver will bring a flexible and economical solution to
the growing needs of satellite ground stations.




